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Guidelines for Editors

❖ An editor should consider all the manuscripts offered for publication on the basis of their merits, scientific quality, language standard, literature background, originality of the work etc.
❖ The manuscripts should not be considered on the basis of nationality, religion, sex, seniority or institutional affinity
❖ The decision on the manuscript should be taken only on the basis of the reviewers reports.
❖ The suitability of the manuscript should be judged by the editor.
❖ The sole responsibility for taking decision on the manuscript acceptance, rejection rests with the editor.
❖ The editor should not distribute the manuscript to any person other than the reviewer. The manuscript is an Intellectual property of authors. The secrecy should be maintained.

For Reviewers

❖ The reviewer should evaluate the manuscript and write the report only on the basis of its quality.
❖ The reviewer should not disclose the information given in the manuscript.
❖ The reviewer should not use the manuscript for his personal use to write any thesis or papers.
❖ The reviewer should not misuse the manuscripts and its contents for his own research work

For Authors

❖ The responsibility of the contents of the manuscript rests upon the authors and not upon the publisher
❖ The authors should prepare the manuscript as per our JENT format.
❖ The author should send the publication and signed copyright agreement to the editorial office once the paper is accepted.
❖ If any Plagiarism is found with author’s manuscript, the editorial board will take action against author. Editorial board will report to the authority of the author’s institution regarding author’s plagiarism. The author’s activity will be published at our site in a separate page to expose the author to the scientific community.

All the JENT authors are requested to submit the signed publication and copyright agreement to the JENT office BY MAIL.